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Weird But True! 7 is the newest addition to the blockbuster Weird But True series. This new book

offers children 300 more of the wacky facts, illustrations, and photographs they love!  This quirky

reference book is full of 300 all new wild, wacky, brain-bending facts accompanied by vibrant

photography and illustrations. Kids will have a blast exploring the latest book in this bestselling

series. Topics include science, space, weather, geography, food, pop culture, and just about

everything else under the sun. It's so much fun, kids will forget they're learning.
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How does a fact make it into a Weird But True book? First, it has to be weird. Our team of editors

and writers scour the news, the latest discoveries, Internet gems, urban legends, wacky myths, and

tantalizing tidbits to find a fact that's really weird. It also has to be true. So our researchers check

every single word to make sure the fact is 100 percent accurate. It has to look cool. Our photo

editors and designers find the perfect weird picture or the most dazzling weird design to make each

fact jump out at you. Then we put them all together in an amazing-looking book that's so much fun

kids can't put it down.



I am not including this in my Christmas box of books for my 7 and 9 year-old grandsons. I am

putting it in my car in case we ever have a "Nana, do you have any more books for us in here?"

moment. What even marginally curious child would be intrigued by facts such as these: The

SuperSoaker water gun was originally called the Power Drencher; Zucchinis are about 95 percent

water; President Gerald Ford once worked as a park ranger; You can buy Thanksgiving-themed

gumballs with flavors such as cranberry, turkey, and pumpkin pie...? This book does no credit to

National Geographic, and I suggest that  Shoppers leave out of their carts.

I LOVE this book. Bought copies for my 3 grandsons (ages 8 & 10) and one for myself. Filled with

weird and interesting facts with excellent photos. I'm sure this could become a very popular book for

kids and school libraries. I do feel there could have been footnotes sighting where the

information/facts came from, or a link to find that info on-line. (Some of us like further "proof"). Highly

recommended.

My teenager loves books of facts so by now we have all seven versions of this book. There are very

few repeated facts between any of the books - he LOVES this series. The information is presented

well and is interesting for all ages (at least in our family!). If trivia is your thing, this is the book for

you.

For a girl that loves animals and wants to some day become a veterinarian, this is the perfect funny

book. My 10 year old is a true animal lover. She says that she wants to be a vet and change the

way people view wild animals - and love on the tame ones. She finds this book hilarious and is

constantly sharing one of the 300 weird but true facts. Some are hard to believe, but are apparently

true. This books is definitely a win in our household and we are looking forward to another edition.

Purchased for my grandson & he loves it. We keep it in the car so as we are traveling he gets to

practice reading - without even realizing it- The facts and photos are really interesting & random -

covering all types of subjects. Plus we are all learning new info

My daughter loves to read facts about nature, animals etc. this book was great for her to have light

reading and learn something about the world around her.

Interesting book. Kept my granddaughter fascinated for a long time



This book has occupied my daughter for hours. She loves reading the facts to us. I recommend this

book for kids around 10 years of age.
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